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The motivation to enter to the IE Master in Business for Architecture and Design 

(MBArch) or IE Master in Strategic Interior Design (MSID) 

 

Firstly, I would like to express my gratitude to IE University for having this scholarship 

competition and giving future generations a leverage. I envision this scholarship award will be 

able to help me greatly towards my Masters in Architecture and my aspirations of one day 

having not only a successful but also inspiring career as a promising Architect.  

International pursuit in academics is not an opportunity everyone gets, and the 

motivation behind this is so that I can truly dedicate my full attention and focus without 

worrying much on the financial condition that I am in. The scholarship will greatly aid me in 

the future as it will ease the financial situation at home. With the scholarship, I will be able to 

devote myself wholly in the program and participate in any relevant activities that could 

potentially help me grow as a young architect. This scholarship is a major deciding factor if 

one is given the opportunity to experience the local culture and further develop oneself 

academically and personally. Speaking from a South-East Asia perspective, the potential is 

vast and endless, learning a new language, experiencing new cultures, making meaningful 

relationships with new people, learning new skills and more. Just by thinking of the idea of 

getting the scholarship gets me excited and could not fathom where it could lead me. 

Years from now, I see myself not just a simple employee at an architecture firm, but a 

well-equipped and inspiring architect to others, creating architecture and making a difference 

one small step at a time and eventually making big changes for the better. I would be grateful 

and blessed if I was awarded a scholarship to help fulfil my dream and I will give my all and 

do my best to not only be a successful student but an outstanding Architect and as an individual. 


